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Learning Outcomes
Gain a better understanding of what Tiger Print’s is comprised of and a little 
about it’s history.
Learn about the collections housed in Tiger Prints.
Find out what can be deposited into Tiger Prints.
◦ Different types of work
◦ Potential copyright issues
Who can get a Selected Works page and what are the benefits of having one?
What is PlumX? 
What is Tiger Prints?
Tiger Prints is a digital repository and publishing platform that provides open access to 
scholarly works created by the faculty, students, and staff of Clemson University.
Created in the fall of 2013. Tiger Prints has been downloaded in all 7 continents.
Collection highlights in Tiger Prints




oAll Collections (includes the colleges and libraries)




oPresentations (slides or video)
oPosters
oNewsletters
Publication Types and Copyright Issues
o Preprint – is the version of a scholarly or scientific paper that precedes peer 
review.
o Accepted manuscript – is the version that has been peer reviewed and 
accepted for publication but does not include journal information or pagination.
o Publishers version – is the version that will appear on the publishers website 
and is typically not permitted for use on an institutional repository. 
o Embargo – is a time frame the publisher assigns to only give access to paid 
subscribers.
oSHERPA/RoMEO is my go to site for initial publisher copyright policy.
Selected Works
Once you deposit work into Tiger Prints, a Selected Works site will be created for 
you.
This allows for easy access to your work with one location.
This site also includes an Author Dashboard where you can view up-to-date 
information about your work.
◦ Readership – where and how users are accessing material
◦ Usage Reports – downloads and page hits
◦ Readership Distribution Map
PlumX Metrics
Metrics are divided into 5 categories:
Citations - citation indexes, patent citations, clinical citations, policy citations
Usage – clicks, downloads, views
Captures – bookmarks, favorites, readers
Mentions – blog posts, comments, reviews, news media
Social Media – shares, likes, comments, tweets
Coming Soon!
